Free Weekend Assistance For Taxpayers Filing Form 2290
At Tax2290.com, you can enjoy the free weekend support shared by our handpicked Tax Experts. So now
you can file and clear your queries even on a weekend.
Online PR News â€“ 28-August-2014 â€“ Tax2290.com, a prime product of ThinkTrade Inc. is here to inform
the truckers, owner operators and taxpayers that they can look forward for weekend assistance by our Tax
Experts. So, if you have any queries or questions that are left unanswered, you can always drop by for easy
assistance. And that calls for filers who have not filed form 2290 yet.
Â
Salient Features Of Tax2290.com:
Â
User friendly and simple tax filing process
Text Alert/ Fax Copy
Receive your schedule 1 in minutes
Accurate Tax calculations
Bulk Upload information about your vehicle
Pocket free e-filing service fee
Customer support extended during the weekends
Full Service Option for Truckers who are busy behind the wheels
Â
We know the tax season has always been a chaotic time as you already have work on your plate and you
have to file form 2290 on time. However, the method of filing also matters here. Paper filing would allow you
to file with ease but the delivery of schedule 1 copy would eventually delay. Efiling is another method that
would allow you file with ease, with the provision to file from anywhere any time. And this idea of filing gave
birth to Tax2290.com. We kick started this venture in the year 2003 to bring in a change in this chaotic life,
and we believe that, somewhere, somehow, we have made a difference. We see truckers across the nation,
are today efiling their return in order to save time, energy and money. Who would prefer filing with penalties?
And when you have weekend assistance just one phone call away, why would you not opt for efiling.
Â
We have always dealt with our customers and promised to serve the best. That is what we are doing all these
years. Our application is fitted with user-friendliness and the best technology that can ensure tax filing is easy
and less complicated. We work based on trial and error condition, experimenting with various methodologies
and sticking to them until and unless our customer approves it.
Â
We know you are on the go 365/24/7 and that made us realize that you would possibility appreciate the idea
of retrieving access from anywhere, anytime. With our hands on Smartphone, Tablets and iPad, our life is
less complicated and reliable. You can access Tax2290.com micro site or download Tax 2290 Android/
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iPhone app right on your phone. This will allow you to file on the go, with ease and from now on, even during
the weekends.
Â
Form 2290 is applicable for vehicles that carry more than 55,000 pounds of weight on the public highway.
Other than that, IRS makes e filing mandatory for truckers who have to report 25 vehicles or more. And the
advantage of e filing is you receive your schedule 1 copy in minutes once your return is transmitted to IRS.
Online filing is reliable option when it comes to Tax2290.com.
Â
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